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Privacy Terms. Classical Guitar Skip to content. Quick links. Forum guitare classique - Forum
chitarra classica - Foro guitarra clasica - Free sheet music for classical guitar - Delcamp. Please
consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker on our website. Construction and repair of
Classical Guitar and related instruments. What about yamaha G guitars? And I wonder if these
guitars from yamaha are a good buy. It is a Yamaha G and I still play it from time to time and i've
heared and played worse guitars. Is there anybody out here who can say anything about these
G guitars or yamaha guitars in general? Re: What about yamaha G guitars? I've heard many
good things about the Yamaha brand from others on this site. For a cheap introductory guitar, I
think it's a great buy. Isn't that a vintage Yamaha from the early factory days at Hamamatsu? I
don't have my copy of the history of Yamaha guitars anymore so I can't check. I also have a
keyboard and two electric guitars. No i'm not endorser for Yamaha but some other brands are
hard or near impossible to find here in Argentina or if you find them it's veeeeery expensive i
got Yamahas. What can i say is you can never go wrong with it. Because even in the cheap
models of whatever instrument you get you will get something really good keeping in mind
price-quality relation. So far from my experience you can never go wrong with Yamaha. See you.
There is a "Model " listed, back and sides of Maple, top of "pure grain Spruce with a sunset
yellow finish", Torres bracing pattern. Over the years I've often looked at Yamaha classicals, but
when it came to buying, I always bought a K. Yairi instead. Nothing wrong with Yamahas,
although the necks used to be on the chunky side; but to my ears and fingers, the K. Yairis were
just that little bit better. I now have an S. Yairi from awaiting surgery and like so many Japanese
guitars from that period, it is meticulously crafted, the woods and the player treated with great
respect. Enjoy your G, if my wallet was more accomodating, I wouldn't hesitate to have a fine
herd of Japanese factory-made guitars from the last century! Despite its relatively low price, it
sounds amazing, great value for the money. Highly recommended! So this baby is at least 36
years old. When I became intrested in playing classical music I found myself a teacher who
made some name for himself and still is a very good technical and creative player. When he first
played my guitar yamaha g he was very impressed and wanted to buy it from me. Now many
years later I belief to understand why he was so interested in my guitar. When I, for example, hit
an E you can hear it resonate almost forever. Also if I hit the strings on different places along
the neck, the color of the sound does change. If I am correct than these qualities are some of
the ingredients that make a good guitar. Or can it be that I am a lucky man because my dad
bought a one in a thousant guitar? You know what I mean? There is one in the production line
that is for some reason better than all the other same models in the production line. I say this
because it wasn't a very expensive instrument at the time. Because this guitar never had a
hardshell case or any case whatsoever, it has been scratched and dented over the years. And
now that I feel very attached to this guitar I feel regret I never took the care it deserves. Is it also
true that a guitar will become a better sounding guitar when it becomes older? Anyways this
guitar will stay in the family forever i hope and not only because it is a wonderfull guitar but also
because of the emotional value. I had no idea what type of guitar I had, just that it looked old. I
did an internet search using the letters and numbers on the back of the headstock OK, I had a
Yamaha. The tuning gears were messed up and did not work. I took it to a guitar tech and he put
on new tuning gears and new strings. The guitar is worn, but it sounds incredible, the sound is
deep and rich. I would like to know how old this guitar is, any suggestions on how to proceed? I
remember playing a G many years ago that a friend just left sitting near his fireplace. I loved it
but he would not sell it. Should have given it to me. I would guess that not only were they built
well they have aged well too. Enjoy it. If you have the serial number I think it can tell you when
the guitar was made. All the best, Helvetica. I have owned a cheap F Yamaha folk guitar and it
was excellent guitar. It is great to hear that the guitar has survived all those years! Imagine how
much life has changed since it was purchased new. I was wondering why Yamaha wanted to
buy it back for a good sum when I had the tuner repaired. I received it when I was 12 years old,
in My Grandmother gave it to me. Even now It still plays beautifully. I've been using La Bella and
Augustine on them ever since. I wonder how they it will sound with either Hannabach or
Aranjuez strings? I know it resonates well with the old Augustine Strings better than the La
Bella strings but this was in the late 70s. Maybe quality control has changed. Thru this forum I
now know that it has Agathis back and sides, Spruce top, nato neck and Indian Rosewood
fingerboard. Sounds great for what it is, its not my best guitar by a long shot, but I still enjoy
playing it now and then. Board index All times are UTC. Common to both channels is spring
reverb and a 3-knob parametric EQ. This is a channel-switching amp. Channel A is warm and
clean. Channel B has additional gain on board for some overdrive. Like any solid-state amp
from this era, clean sounds are the main strength of the Yamaha. However, you could employ
this amp effectively for most playing styles, excepting hard-rock, grunge and metal, etc. The
power amp is modular and plugs into the power supply board. The module is fastened to the

chassis via the large heatsink and is easily removed for repairs. This example G was recently
acquired by our regular customer, Ian Astill. We inspected the chassis and boards, as well as
testing for electrical safety. The amp came up trumps apart from some very scratchy pots.
Getting access to the pots for cleaning is not especially difficult. We removed the board behind
the front panel and gave the offending pots a blast with FaderLube. Unfortunately, the shafts are
often damaged and bent. Even worse sometimes the previous repairer has glued on some
knobs, making removal without destroying the pot quite a challenge! The bent shafts can be
carefully straightened so there is no excuse for this approach. If you are looking at acquiring
one of these amps, this is probably something you should check out first. The parametric EQ is
not easy to use â€” it takes time and effort and some experimentation to get a result. A well
known user of these amps back in the day was American jazz guitarist Mike Stern. Americans
Pat Metheny and Robben Ford are also said to have used these amps. I can recall seeing some
Aussies using these amps back in the day including Rick Springfield. There is a rumour that
these amps were designed by Paul Rivera, but the power amp design looks exactly like a
standard Yamaha design, so who knows?? This entry was posted on April 2, at pm and is filed
under Amp Repair , Amps. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You
can leave a response , or trackback from your own site. Thanks for this article. It helped make
my mind up to pick up a really nice 1 owner since new G B today. I like Yamaha gear in general
and the ability to input Stereo with 2 independent channels drew my attention to this amp along
with how good it looked â€” I think she looks the goods. Very stylish looking piece of gear to
my eyes. Buying 2 amps and cabs wasnt going to work. I brought all my gear I use at home into
the store â€” Cash Converters â€” plugged in and it sounded amazing. A beautiful clean tone
which once I mixed in the Atomic Amplifire I use an Engl Fireball sim for my heavy tone stayed
very true to what I hear in my headphones. Very underrated amps. I found one to call my own a
few years back for next to nothing. The reverb sound really nice on these as well. Kind of a
cross between a Fender Twin and a JC Another sleeper are the old Lab series amps. Built like a
tank, sound good, and cheap. I am selling one of these at the moment, i need to shave down
some of my kit. If any one knows any one that is interested feel free to contact me: phipp
hotmail. I agree with Dave above. These are killer clean pedal platform amps and the spring
reverb is almost as good as a tube driven onboard fender unit. Its a long accutronics tank and
stops just short of full-on surf drip. Funny, but I got mine with the dreaded glued-on knobs! Why
do people do this? Anyway, got em all off and since they were all missing the silver inserts I
replaced them with chinese silver push-on marshall amp knobs and it looks stock. The only
problem is, onstage they are so reflective I cant see where the indicator line is! So I might have
to find something else that I can actually read. Whats not to love? Matthew, fortunately for you
there are schematics online for these old amps, you should be able to find the answer there! It
looks brand new [40 years old! Put me down as a fan! These amps do sound pretty good stock,
but they definitely need modifications to the tone stack to really open them up. With a few
simple mods you can turn these into tone machines where the fat switch is actually usable and
you can turn your Bass knob past 3 without it turning your sound into mud. I kind of like the
Fender tone stack! I wish they made the fat switch footswitchable, but it is kind of muddy
stockâ€¦. Yes, the fat switch is pretty muddy stock because the bass is already
over-emphasized IMHO. After the mods, the fat switch works more as a boost, like it should. At
that point, you use the fat switch on for single coils, and off for humbuckers. Let me know if you
need the schematic. I would be happy to email it to you with the changes noted. These amps
were indeed designed by Paul Rivera. He recently posted a great YouTube video talking about
the design process. The speaker was blown out when I got it, so I replaced the stock Yamaha
for an Eminence. I know it was forever ago, but yes, Paul Rivera was on the design team for
these amps. Could you please explain the specs of the footswitch or the schematic of it? Just
aquired a pristine G II, but the switch is missing. Thanks for the reply! I bought a mark II g pretty
recently and to be honest, it is amazing. How are other people using it? Thats a great question!
It is kind of tricky to use the parametric. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are
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Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Yamaha G Amps. Thread starter
tonepro54 Start date Mar 12, Messages Any experience here with a solid state Yamaha G amps
from the late early 80's. I'm a die hard tube guy but its cheap and I need an amp. I play mostly
jazz, blues,and classic rock. Clean tones are very important. I also heard Pat Methany and Mike
Stern once used these amps in the 80's. Anybody heard these amps? Faraldi Member.
Messages 1, Apparently there were three versions of this amp. From what I've heard and read,
version three is the least desirable but I don't know why. I actually have a chance at one here
locally and I've been debating on whether I need the headroom. I may try it out this weekend.
ReginaldBisquet Member. Messages 2, I had a Series II for about a year and thought it was quite
a beautiful sounding amp:. Stratofuzz Silver Supporting Member. The amp pictured is a version
one, version 2 has a parametric eq my first amp Version 3 is got the teal and purple knobs-looks
very "80's". Never played a version 3 but the version 2 does sound very much like a Jazz
Chorus made a baby with a Fender Twin. Great amps and I would buy another if the opportunity
came my way. ReginaldBisquet said:. Yes, sorry I went for the longest time thinking it was a
Series II. Mine was from as per a date code on the circuit board. Messages 8, I saved all my
money and bought the huge G 4x12 as a stupid teen What was I thinking I know some people
like them, it was versatile, and the pre set volume feature was nice as a solo boost, but it was
the tinniest, shrillest, most horrible sounding amp I've ever owned. Messages 32, I have a g II
and it is excellent. Clear, fat, good projection, a bit towards the smooth side in the top end vs
most tube amps but a great do-it-all with pedals, platform. Not tinny, shrill or horrible in any
way. The onboard Od is fair, but I don't use it. Great solid state amps. Excellent pedal platform,
no doubt. HCarlH Member. GarMan Silver Supporting Member. Messages 5, They are great amps
that can be had cheap on the used market today. I believe Mike Stern still uses one. And, for all
those Dumble heads out there, I believed that Robben Ford used one way back. Could be wrong
about that. I remember reading that somewhere Bstring Member. I have the 50 watt version that I
used for 10 years of gigging. It does just fine. If I hadn't found this place I would still be using it.
My live rig for yearsI used a version 2 with a jcm combo with an ada mp1 in front and i was
absolutely pleased , lots of headroom and thee mp1 really made her sing. Solid amp. Could
have gotten the 2x12 version off a friend a couple months back for bucks. Didn't jump on it
quick enough Stupid stupid. JohnSS Member. Longtime owner of the G V. Great for cleans;
takes pedals well. Distortion channel is mediocre on its own but when goosed with a good OD
pedal, it sounds very good in a wide range of music genres. Messages 1. Then one day, it
started making a low buzzing sound that I couldn't diagnose. Took it to a tech who said it could
take some time to figure out and may cost a pretty penny. They are very easy to find and
replace. T
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hey look like giant canisters google image them, they vary in a lot in appearance but they are
usually just big cylinders and can usually be removed easily just by unscrewing them from their
socket. Never believe a word that comes out a 'Tech'. They will always milk as much as they can
out of a cheap and minor fix. BeanGuitars Member. I have one of these for sale. If anyone is
interested I'll take pictures, serial number together. The amp does need work Twisted Pair
Member. GarMan said:. I had a 50w series II with a JBL E - not sure if that was an available
option - but it sounded fantastic and I should have never sold it. Really one of the best clean
tones I've ever heard. You must log in or register to reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you
buying the Quad Cortex? So what do y'all think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in
General. What do you play when you are asked to play something? Started by Pick 50 minutes
ago Replies: Playing and Technique. Will Kemper be dethroned?

